
 

Affidavit in Support of Petition to Director 

  

I, Dave Edwards, being of full age and under penalties as provided by law pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, hereby 

swear, depose, attest and certify that the factual statements set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct: 

1. I am the President of Primal Wear, Inc. 

2. On June 5, 2020, the following applications were submitted on behalf of Primal Wear, Inc.: 

a. Serial No. 88942536 for NT3D NanoTek in connection with "Filters for non-medical 

respiratory masks” in Class 9 and "Filters for medical purposes, namely, filters for medical 

respiratory masks for germ isolation purposes" in Class 10;  

 

b. Serial No. 88950256 for NT3D NT NANOTEK & Design in connection with "Filters for non-

medical respiratory masks” in Class 9 and "Filters for medical purposes, namely, filters for 

medical respiratory masks for germ isolation purposes" in Class 10;  

 

c. Serial No. 88950282 for XFRAME & Design in connection with “Plastic skeleton form used 

to shape protective face masks not for medical purpose” in Class 9, and “Plastic skeleton 

form used to shape sanitary face masks for germ isolation purposes” in Class 10; and  

 

d. Serial No. 88942527 for XFRAME in connection with “Plastic skeleton form used to shape 

protective face masks not for medical purpose” in Class 9, and “Plastic skeleton form used 

to shape sanitary face masks for germ isolation purposes” in Class 10.  

 

The goods subject of the aforementioned applications are exactly the type that qualify for prioritized 

examination under the USPTO’s COVID-19 expedited program.  These goods are regulated under 44 C.F.R. 

§ 328.103 among other relevant sections of the Code of Federal Regulations.  The marks apply to filters which 

will provide a physical barrier to fluids and particulate materials; and the plastic skeleton forms/structures 

which will shape face masks that have inserts for such filters.  Expedited treatment of these applications will 

assist the company in rapidly moving the products designed to protect against further transmission of the  

COVID-19 virus to market as soon as possible.  
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The signatory being warned that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment, 

or both, under 18 U.S.C. 1001, and that such willful false statements and the like may jeopardize the validity 

of the application or submission or any registration resulting therefrom, declares that all statements made of 

his/her own knowledge are true and all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true. 

 

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT: 
 
  
______________________   _____________ 

Dave Edwards     Date 
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